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Abstract. Modern cosmological simulations of reionization often treat the radiative transfer
by solving for the monopole and dipoles of the intensity field and by making some ansatz for
the quadrupole moments to close the system of equations. We investigate the accuracy of the
most common closure methods, i.e. Eddington tensor choices. We argue that these algorithms
are the most likely to err at the end of and after reionization and study test problems that
mimic these situations: large-scale fluctuations in the post-reionization ionizing background
and radiative transfer in a predominantly ionized medium with discrete absorbers. We show
that the usual closure methods, OTVET and M1, over-ionize Lyman limit systems when
fixing the background photoionization rate, leading to 30− 40% higher emissivity to balance
the increased recombination rate. This over-ionization results in a simulation run with these
algorithms having a factor of ∼ 2 lower average metagalactic photoionization rate relative to
truth for a given ionizing emissivity. Furthermore, these algorithms are unlikely to reproduce
fluctuations in the ionizing background on scales below the photon mean path: OTVET tends
to overpredict the fluctuations there when the simulation box is smaller than twice the mean
free path and underpredict otherwise, while M1 drastically underpredicts these fluctuations.
As a result, these numerical methods are likely not sufficiently accurate to interpret the Lyα
forest opacity fluctuations observed after reionzation. We also comment on ray tracing codes,
showing that a high number of angular directions need to be followed to capture fluctuations
in the post-reionization ionizing background accurately. Lastly, we argue that the strong
dependence of the post-reionization ionizing background on the value of the reduced speed
of light found in many simulations signals that the ionizing photon mean free path is several
times larger in such simulations than the observationally measured value.
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1 Introduction
Much is still unknown about the era when the ionizing photons from the first stars and
galaxies ionized the intergalactic medium (IGM), reionization. Owing to the non-linearity of
this process, numerical simulations are necessary to interpret most reionization observables,
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including the Lyman-α forest, kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect, Lyman-α emitters, and 21-
cm radiation [1, 2]. Interpreting these observations is thus limited by the accuracy of the
simulations. Simulating the growth and overlap of the ionized bubbles requires performing
radiative transfer (RT), but solving the full six-dimensional RT equation often is prohibitive.
As a result, various approximate methods that reduce the dimensionality of the problem have
been devised.
Methods that reduce the dimensionality of the problem by taking angular moments of
the RT equation, only following the monopole or dipole moments and making an ansatz for
the higher moments, are used in a significant fraction of all reionization simulations [e.g. 3–28].
Specifically, these algorithms must assume some form for one additional angular multipole
beyond what they are computing to close the system equations, which for the dipole-moment
equations is quadrupole moments, mathematically represented by the “Eddington tensor”.
The two most popular closure approximations consist of calculating the Eddington tensor
as if all sources are optically thin (the OTVET algorithm [29]) or an approximation that
uses the local ratio of the radiative flux to energy density to interpolate between a highly
anisotropic tensor that is anticipated at large ratios and an isotropic one at low ones (the
M1 algorithm [30]). This work examines the accuracy of these closure approximations when
simulating reionization, with a particular focus near the end of reionization or just after.
The other numerical method used for simulating reionization explicitly traces rays through
the simulation volume, but ray tracing codes often use a limited pixelization in angular
coordinates. Our work also has some bearing on the loss of accuracy from such pixelization.
Simulating the end of reionization or just after is necessary to interpret one of our primary
observables of reionization, the Lyman-α forest [e.g. 31–34]. Indeed, reionization simulations
have been used to interpret the forest and place some of the strongest constraints on the tim-
ing of reionization [10, 11, 14], and simulations of reionization are often calibrated to match
the z . 6 Lyman-α forest observations and then used to predict other observables [9, 14].
This calibration takes the form of varying parameters that adjust the source emissivities to
reproduce the mean transmission observed in the forest, which is found to evolve dramati-
cally at z > 6 before setting onto a power-law like relation that is set by the metagalactic H i
photoionization rate [31]. Matching the evolution of transmission in the forest is thought to
indicate that reionization is ending near the correct time and that the simulation is captur-
ing the post-reionization ionizing background properly. More recently, simulations have been
used to investigate the large scatter in the forest opacity at z ∼ 5−6 between different spatial
regions, which is thought to owe to large fluctuations in the ultraviolet background [35, 36]. So
far, simulations have had difficulty reproducing the magnitude of this scatter [4, 5, 8–10, 37],
likely owing to the simulation volume being too small to capture the long-wavelength modes
and the rare bright sources that dominate the ionizing background fluctuations [36]. These
inferences from the forest require radiative transfer simulations, but the more diffusive prop-
agation for standard Eddington tensor closure approximations may affect the conclusions.
This study addesses whether moment-based methods are able to reproduce the relation be-
tween the photoionization rate and the emissivity as well as the fluctuations in the ionizing
background.
There are hints that the modeling errors from these approximate radiative transfer meth-
ods are less severe during the bulk of reionization. For instance, although moment based
algorithms may not fully capture the shadowing behind opaque clouds, this failure likely
does not significantly impact the evolution of ionized volume and mass fractions or on the
morphology of reionization and, indeed, [21] found that a moment method reproduced a
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similar reionzation morphology to a full ray-tracing calculation. Furthermore, semi-analytic
models of reionization based on the excursion set formalism produce very similar reioniza-
tion morphologies as ray-tracing codes do, being & 50% accurate when predicting the power
spectrum of the ionization field [38, 39], despite having following no radiative transfer what-
soever. A counter-argument is that Lyman-limit systems are not necessarily resolved by the
simulations that were used to show agreement between these reionization modeling methods,
and the abundance of these systems is thought to cap the bubble size during reionization
[40, 41]. The radiative transfer method can affect whether the effect of Lyman-limit systems
is captured, and our calculations do shed light on this issue.
There has been one previous effort to compare radiative transfer methods, the RT code
comparison project of [42, 43]. This comparison showed that most RT codes are in reasonable
agreement with each other for simulating simple problems such as an H ii region around a
single source and a shadow behind a dense absorber, which are more relevant to the bulk of
reionization [although OTVET and flux limited diffusion methods do not accurately capture
shadowing; see 21, 44]. However, none of the test problems in [42, 43] mimic the context of
the overlap phase of reionization or the post-reionization IGM when there are many streams
of radiation coming from multiple directions. Here we develop test problems targeted towards
this phase.
In this work, we design toy problems to investigate the ionization structure of absorbers
of ionizing photons and ionizing background fluctuations. In order for the toy problems to be
analytically tractable, we consider
1. a single source or a single absorber with spherical/planar symmetry;
2. problems where the fluctuations are perturbative, a characteristic that applies to post-
reionization ionizing backgrounds.
With these tests, we show that the Eddington tensor approximations are able to reproduce
the correct solution to the H ii region expansion problem with a single source, support-
ing our conjecture that RT algorithms err more when simulating the end of reionization.
When considering a single isolated absorber, we are able to make inferences about how well
these algorithms capture the ionization of the IGM at the end of reionization. We find that
moment-based RT methods are likely to be less ionized within ionized regions (and hence less
transmissive in the Lyα forest) relative to the correct solution, when fixing the emissivity.
Furthermore, in the perturbative limit thought to hold soon after reionization, we show that
these approximate RT schemes predict a substantially different spectrum for fluctuations in
the photoionization rate.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the moment-based RT methods
and different forms of the Eddington tensors used in the literature. Sections 3, 4, and 5 present
our toy problems. We summarize our work in Section 7.
2 A review of the moment-based RT implementations in the literature
Let Iν(x, n̂, t) denote the specific intensity at comoving position x and time t moving in the
direction n̂. The equation of radiative transfer (RT) in an expanding universe is
1
c
∂Iν
∂t
+
1
a
n̂ · ∇Iν + 1
c
H
(
3Iν − ν ∂Iν
∂ν
)
= −κνIν + jν , (2.1)
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where κν is the absorption coefficient and jν is the emissivity coefficient, which we will assume
to be isotropic, i.e. independent of n̂. We will also assume that photons do not get significantly
redshifted or diluted before they are absorbed — equivalent to the photon mean free path
being small compared to the horizon scale — so that the terms with the Hubble function H
can be dropped. This simplification is an excellent approximation for ionizing radiation at
z > 3 [45, 46]. With this simplification, the radiative transfer equation reduces to
1
c
∂Iν
∂t
+
1
a
n̂ · ∇Iν = −κνIν + jν . (2.2)
Since we are interested in the H i photoionization rate, we will focus on the frequency-
integrated form of the RT equation. This is motivated by the H i photoionization cross-section
being sharply peaked at the Lyman limit (σν ∝ ν−3). Additionally, stellar radiation, which
dominates reionization, is also relatively soft with jν ∼ ν−2 and cuts off at ∼ 4 Ry, further
justifying a monochromatic treatment. Moreover, [46] showed that solving the full frequency-
dependent RT equation only leads to sub-percent differences when computing the fluctuations
in the photoionization rate at z = 2− 3 compared to the frequency-integrated approach. We
therefore will solve a frequency-averaged RT equation by integrating equation 2.2, weighted
by σν :
1
c
∂f
∂t
+
1
a
n̂ · ∇f = −κf + j, (2.3)
where
f ≡
∫
Iν(x, n̂)
hP ν
σν dν, j ≡
∫
jν
hP ν
σν dν, κ ≡
∫ Iν(x,n̂)
hP ν
σνκν dν∫ Iν(x,n̂)
hP ν
σν dν
. (2.4)
2.1 The Eddington tensor
The moment-based RT equations take the zeroth and first angular moments of equation 2.3,
which yields respectively the following equations
1
c
∂E
∂t
+
1
a
∇ · F = −κE + j; (2.5)
1
c
∂F
∂t
+
1
a
∇ ·P = −κF , (2.6)
where
E =
1
4pi
∫
f dΩ; F =
1
4pi
∫
n̂f dΩ; P =
1
4pi
∫
n̂⊗ n̂f dΩ, (2.7)
and Ω is the solid angle. Here E is the photon energy density, F the photon flux, and P the
radiation pressure tensor. We have assumed that the source term j is isotropic. Often rather
than P, equation 2.6 is expressed in terms of the Eddington tensor hmn1, which is defined as
Ehmn = Pmn. (2.8)
The full solution to Pmn and hmn is
Pmn =
∫
j(x′)e−τ(x,x
′) (xm − x′m)(xn − x′n)
|x− x′|4 d
3x′, (2.9)
hmn = Pmn/Tr(Pmn), (2.10)
1Note that although we dropped the frequency dependence, formally hmn should be hmn,ν .
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where τ(x,x′) is the optical depth between points x and x′. This expression ignores the
light-travel time delay, which is a good approximation when the photon mean propagation
time is much smaller than the lifetime of the sources and the evolutionary timescale of the
source population.2 The trace of hmn equals 1, with all eigenvalues being 1/3 for an isotropic
radiation field. For the same rational for ignoring light travel in the Eddington tensor, we
also focus on the time-dependent solution of the RT equation. In this limit, the moment
equations can be easily combined into one second order differential equation for E:
1
a2
∂
∂xm
(
1
κ
∂Ehmn
∂xn
)
− κE + j = 0. (2.11)
While Eqn. 2.11 has a simple diffusion-like form, the complexity is hidden in the Edding-
ton tensor hmn, for which an exact calculation is often prohibitive. Evaluating equaticon 2.9
in numerical simulations requires integrating along many sightlines to obtain τ , which results
in an unsatisfying O(N5/3) scaling, where N is the number of grid cells [29]. It is therefore de-
sirable to ‘close’ the equation with approximate forms of the Eddington tensor that can lower
the computational cost significantly. We are aware of no astrophysics code that has closed at
a higher order tensor, such as the three-index tensor that appears when taking the quadruple
moment of the RT equation. We note that [47] calculates the Eddington tensor by evaluating
equation 2.9 using a long characteristics ray-tracing method that takes into account sources
in 26 replicas of the periodic simulation box. This method gives more accurate Eddington
tensors than the approximate ones described below, but is computationally expensive so the
Eddington tensors are not updated at every time-step.
However, an approximate Eddington tensor can likely lead to the violation of causality
(|F | ≤ E), under the diffusive approximation to the photon flux
Fm = − 1
aκ
∂Ehmn
∂xn
. (2.12)
In treatments of RT that assume an isotropic Eddington tensor, a flux limiter is often included
to enforce |F | ≤ E as required by eqn. 2.4, which algorithms can be increasingly stressed to
satisfy in the presence of large spatial gradients of E [48]. Using R ≡ ∇E/ [κE], a flux limiter
λ(R) is introduced where R = |R| and λ(R)R → 1− as R → ∞, so that F = −λ(R)RE
always satisfies causality. In the anisotropic diffusion treatment, one can similarly introduce
a flux limiter with Fm = − [λ(R)/κ] ∂(Ehmn)/∂xn [44].
Below, we review popular approximations for the Eddington tensor that have been used
in the literature.
2.1.1 OTVET closure
The optically thin Eddington tensor (OTVET) has been described or used in [3, 23, 29, 44].
The main idea is to calculate the Eddington tensor assuming no attenuation so that τ = 0
in equation 2.9 [29]. More formally, the OTVET approximation replaces equation 2.9 for the
momentum flux tensor with
Pmn(x) =
∫
j(x′)Gmn(x− x′) d3x′, (2.13)
2In reality, starbursts occur at ∼ 10 Myr timescales and sources at higher redshifts are even more busty.
This can make equation 2.9 less accurate. However, for & 10 comoving Mpc bubble sizes that contain numerous
sources, the timescale that Pmn varies corresponds to the timescale that the emissivity changes. In the limit
of many sources, the total emissivity changes in a bubble on a timescale comparable to the Hubble time.
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where the Green’s function kernel is
Gmn(x) =
xmxn
|x|4 . (2.14)
As equation 2.13 is a convolution, it can be evaluated in N logN time with the Fast
Fourier transform. However, Fourier transforming Gmn leads to a divergent zeroth mode
(see Appendix B), implying that the Eddington tensor is isotropic everywhere in a periodic
volume. This isotropy occurs for the same reason the sky is infinitely bright in an infinite
static universe (Olber’s paradox). In practice, implementations of OTVET only include image
sources out to half a box size away at a given location in the otherwise-periodic simulation
to achieve a non-trivial Eddington tensor.3 The maximum source distance that is used to
calculate the Eddington tensor is thus capped by the simulation box size.
The OTVET algorithm of [3] can lead to OTVET misestimating the degree of anisotropy
of the true Eddington tensor. To quantify this error, we estimate how far away from a
source the Eddington tensor becomes roughly isotropic. Assume that the total emissivity is
dominated by sources with number density n∗ and luminosity L∗, and that the photon mean
free path is λmfp. The radius at which the more or less isotropic ionizing background starts
dominating over the flux from the source can be estimated by calculating the proximity region
of a source
L∗
4pir2
=
1
4pi
n∗L∗λmfp, (2.15)
=⇒ r ∼ 1/√n∗λmfp. (2.16)
Since OTVET assumes an unattenuated background when calculating the Eddington tensor
and follows sources out to half a box length, the OTVET Eddington tensor becomes approxi-
mately isotropic for r that corresponds to taking λmfp → Lbox/2 in the above equation, where
Lbox is the szie of the simulation box, leading to the Eddington tensor becoming isotropic at
an incorrect scale if λmfp 6= Lbox/2.
Let us estimate the critical scale r above which OTVET transitions to an isotopic Ed-
dington tensor. During reionization, for n∗ = 0.3, 0.01, 10−4 Mpc−3, which are the comoving
number densities of 109, 1010, 1011 M halos at z = 8− 9 respectively, then for a box size of
Lbox = 20 comoving Mpc, OTVET predicts that at r & 0.6, 3.2, 32 comoving Mpc away from
a source respectively, the Eddington tensor transitions to isotropy. These sizes are compa-
rable to a single H ii region around a source, but are smaller than the typical bubble sizes
simulation find throughout reionization. After reionization, if we take λmfp = 80 comov-
ing Mpc and n = 1, 0.08, 0.004 Mpc−3, which correspond to the comoving number density
of 109, 1010, 1011 M halos at z = 5 respectively, then the true sizes of proximity region
are 0.1, 0.4, 1.8 comoving Mpc respectively. These values are much smaller than the photon
mean free path, leading to the exact Eddington tensor being isotropic in the vast majority of
the post-reionization IGM. However, for a simulation using OTVET, if the box size is much
smaller or much larger than λmfp, e.g. Lbox = 20 or 1000 comoving Mpc, the extent over
which the Eddington tensor is isotropic will be enlarged or shrunken by a factor of ∼ 2.5.
OTVET thus overestimates the degree of anisotropy of the exact Eddington tensor after
3For instance, [3] calculates the Eddington tensor by setting up a source grid and a Gmn grid in x-space,
performing the discrete Fourier transform to k-space, and transforming their multiplication back to x-space.
This method ensures that the Eddington tensor is exact out to half a box size away in the case of a single
source (see Appendix B for details).
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reionization in a small box simulation, while underestimates it in a large box simulation. As
we will show in Section 5, this leads to significant errors when estimating the fluctuations in
the post-reionization ionizing background at small scales.
2.1.2 M1 closure
While the M1 closure is motivated by capturing how an isotropic black body transforms when
boosted into different inertial frames [30], a situation not applicable to reionization, it has
been widely adopted in radiative transfer calculations of reionization owing to its simplicity
as the Eddington tensor in M1 is a local function of E and F . M1 is implemented in a number
of cosmological simulation codes [49–53], and it has been used in the reionization simulations
of [8–11, 13, 14, 16–18, 24].
M1 starts with a decomposition for the Eddington tensor [30]
hmn =
1− χ
2
δKmn +
3χ− 1
2
nˆmnˆn; nˆm =
Fm
|F | , (2.17)
where δKmn is the Kronecker delta. This form assumes that the specific intensity is symmetric
around the direction of F , with the Eddington tensor having an eigenvalue χ. M1 chooses a
particular form for χ given by
χ =
3 + 4g2
5 + 2
√
4− 3g2 ; g =
|F |
E
. (2.18)
This relation between χ and g is obtained by assuming that the specific intensity is isotropic
in some inertial frame, and transforming back to the lab frame. This relation also ensures
that |F | ≤ E [i.e. the M1 scheme is flux-limited 30].
To understand how accurately the M1 Eddington tensor describes the radiation field in
the overlap phase or after reionization, let us consider the form of the Eddington tensor in two
scenarios: a point source in a uniform radiation background, and a spherical absorber with
sharp boundary and infinite opacity shadowing uniform radiation coming from infinity. In
both cases, the radiation field is symmetric around the direction of F and so the Eddington
tensor can be written in the form of equation 2.17. In the first case, g → 1 near the source and
g → 0 far outside the proximity region, and the Eddington tensor satisfies χ(g) = (1 + 2g)/3.
In the latter case, outside the absorber g → 0 at large radii, and increases to 1/2 near the
boundary of the absorber. However, the exact solution’s χ is not monotonic, and χ = 1/3
both at large radii and right outside the boundary of the absorber, instead taking the form
χ(g) = (4g2 − 2g + 1)/3. The green dotted and magenta dashed lines in Figure 1 show these
χ(g) relations, corresponding to point source in uniform radiation field and the shadowing of a
spherically symmetric absorber exposed to a uniform radiation background, respectively. The
M1 χ(g) relation is illustrated by the red dot-dashed line. Owing to its monotonicity, the M1
form of χ(g) better represent the former case. Although M1 can be seen as an interpolation
between the isotropic diffusion limit where g = |F |/E  1 and hmn = δKmn/3, and the free-
streaming limit where g = 1, hmn = nˆmnˆn, it does not capture the radiation field around
absorbers. In fact, in Appendix A and Section 4 we will show that M1 over-ionizes absorbers
because it cannot capture such non-monotonic χ(g).
For OTVET, we have shown that outside the “proximity region” the Eddington tensor
becomes isotropic, for box sizes corresponding to cosmological volumes. For M1, in large
bubbles (& 10 comoving Mpc) or when the photon mean free path is large, (dχ/dg)
∣∣
g=0
= 0
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χ
M1
uniform radiation + nearby source
shadowing uniform radiation
Figure 1. χ(g) relation that determines the Eddington tensor in equation 2.17, in different contexts
related to reionization. The green dotted line represents χ(g) near a point source in a uniform radiation
background. Magenta dashed line shows χ(g) outside a spherical absorber with sharp boundary and
infinite opacity which shadows uniform radiation coming from infinity. The M1 χ(g) relation is
illustrated by the red dot-dashed line. The thin black line show χ = 1/3, the value that corresponds
to an isotropic Eddington tensor.
indicates that the Eddington tensor tends to isotropic at linear order in density, ignoring
source clustering. We will show in Section 5 that this leads to biases in the simulated ionizing
background fluctuations.
2.2 Comparison to ray-tracing methods
In addition to moment-based approaches, more accurate ray-tracing methods are the other
method that is used for simulating reionization [54–61]. The long-characteristics method
integrates the RT equation from each source cell to each gas cell, while the short-characteristics
method performs the integration only along lines that connect nearby cells, with the boundary
conditions at the cell faces obtained by interpolation. For reionization problems where sources
are point-like and there are sharp transitions between optically thick and thin regions, such
interpolation can lead to dramatic numerical artefacts in the distribution of photons, making
long-characteristics the preferred method for simulating reionization [47].
However, the O(N2) scaling of long-characteristic ray-tracing method is computationally
expensive, encountering difficulty simulating through the era of overlap and past the end of
reionization. Adaptive ray-tracing mitigates this by splitting and merging rays, and at the
end of reionization rays are limited by some algorithms to span a finite number of solid
angles [57–59]. Such a ray limiting scheme makes the algorithm effectively behave like the
short-characteristics method. Since taking the angular moment of the RT equation up to
the `-th order roughly corresponds to sampling ≈ ∫ (2` + 1) d` ≈ `2 angular directions (the
spherical harmonic function Y m` has m ∈ [−`, `]), the accuracy of these ray-tracing methods
in simulating the end of reionization can be probed by studying solutions to the higher order
– 8 –
moment equations. For instance, [57] limits the maximum number of rays in a cell to 64, which
roughly corresponds to closing the moment RT equations to order ` = 8. Our calculations
allow us to explore the cost of ray binning further in Section 5 and Appendix C.
3 Moment-based methods versus exact solution: expansion of ionized bub-
bles
We first consider the expansion of an H ii region in a uniform medium with a single point
source at the origin. This test is most relevant for the growth of isolated ionized bubbles
early on in reionization. How the growth of the ionized bubbles might be affected by an
approximate Eddington tensor can be understood by considering photon conservation. In the
absence of recombinations, which is a good approximation during the bulk of reionization since
the ionized bubbles keep on growing until recombinations balance ionizations near the end
of reionization [40], photon conservation implies that every ionizing photon should result in
one ionization of a neutral atom. Since the moment-based RT algorithms conserve photons,
at each snapshot the size of the ionized bubble can simply be calculated by equating the
number of photons to the number of hydrogen atoms inside the bubble. This implies that
the propagation of I-front is not impacted by the Eddington tensor approximation. Since the
volume-filling fraction of ionized bubbles is captured by all Eddington tensor approximations,
this conservative property may further suggest that moment-based RT methods capture many
of the gross properties about the bulk of reionization as studies with excursion set models
(which have not radiative transfer) suggest that many of these properties are driven by the
clustering of sources and the volumetric ionization [39].
Another property is the photoionization rate profile inside an ionized bubble. We will
consider two limiting cases, one where the Eddington tensor is purely radial and the other
where the Eddington tensor is isotropic. The purely radial Eddington tensor produces the
exact solution to the growth of an ionized bubble around a single point source whereas the
isotropic would not. At outlined in Section 2.1.1, the OTVET Eddington tensor will transition
from radial to isotropic at some radius in the H ii region, with the radius depending on the
size of the simulation box.
Let us consider the maximum error that approximate Eddington tensors can make on
the photoionization rate profile inside an ionized bubble by assuming an isotropic Eddington
tensor. Inside the ionized bubble where the opacity is close to 0, equation 2.5 implies that
F = rˆ/r2, where rˆ is the unit vector along the radial direction. Meanwhile, the relation
F = −(∇E)/[3κ] as indicated by equation 2.6 suggests that E has to be constant so that F
does not diverge, since κ→ 0. This violates the condition |F | ≤ E at small radii. Therefore
the flux-limiters that the moment-based RT codes use must ensure that |F | = E = 1/r2
inside ionized bubbles where opacity is negligible. This discussion is specific to OTVET and
flux-limited diffusion methods using the isotropic Eddington tensor, since M1 is naturally
flux-limited and one can verify that |F | = E is an allowed solution by M1. Since the gas
experience a sharp transition from highly ionized to neutral at the I-front, the differences at
the ionization bubble’s edge from different approximations are not observationally relevant.
These conclusions are consistent with [21], who tested the flux-limited diffusion method using
the H ii region expansion problem. We thus expect moment-based RT methods to be accurate
enough for quasar proximity zone studies.
While our analytic study is limited to a single source, [47] considered multiple sources.
They showed that OTVET distorts the ionized bubbles, while M1 has trouble simulating two
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colliding beams traveling in opposite directions [50]. Thus, in more complex geometries the
moment algorithms’ solutions will differ more from the exact compared to the uniform H ii
region problem. However, again we point to previous work that showed how an algorithm
advects radiation in H ii regions during reionization has little effect on the large-scale observ-
ables as evidence that the algorithmic choice may not matter to capture sufficiently the bulk
of rieionization [38, 39] and to justify this paper’s post-reionization focus. A caveat to this is
that self shielding regions within H ii regions may shape the morpology of reionization [40]
and radiative transfer methods may capture the self-shielding regions with varying accuracy.
We understand this situation further in the next section.
4 Moment-based methods versus exact solution: a spherical absorber with
uniform radiation from infinity
In this section, we study the predictions of different Eddington tensors on the ionization
structure of absorbers of ionizing photons. In ionized regions, dense absorbers set the photon
mean free path and total number of recombinations, playing an important role in regulating
the amplitude of the post-reionization ionizing background [e.g. 2] and in the growth of ionized
bubbles near the end of reionization [40, 62, 63]. Since reionization simulations often adjust
their source emissivity to match the Lyman-α forest transmission (which is shaped by the
emissivity times the mean free path), whether different Eddington tensor approximations
correctly captures the ionization of absorbers also affects whether simulations calibrate to the
correct source emissivity.
To understand the ionization of absorbers with these radiative transfer algorithms, we
study a toy problem where a spherical absorber with monomial density profile is put in an
otherwise uniform ionizing background. While simple, we think this toy problem captures
the essential features of isolated absorbers in ionized regions. Radiation is roughly uniform
owing to the large photon mean free path of tens of comoving megaparsec that encompasses
numerous galaxies [40, 41, 45]; the mean free path at the late stages of reionization is set by the
typical size of ionized bubbles and after reionization roughly by the abundance of Lyman-limit
systems that self-shield themselves from the radiation background. Moreover, dense absorbers
are mostly associated with low-mass galaxies with negligible star formation rate [64], especially
at higher redshifts when the mean density is higher. Therefore, there is typically no local
source altering the radiation field around absorbers. Approximating the absorbers as spherical
is motivated by Lyman-limit systems being associated with halo-like overdensities [65, 66].
Additionally, [67] showed that a singular isothermal sphere density profile (nH ∝ r−2) can
reproduce the rough properties of observed column density distribution after reionization,
with lower column density absorbers corresponding to larger impact parameters. A final
simplification to our test problem is dropping the time dependence, which is likely an excellent
approximation owing to the short timescale to reach photoionization equilibrium (∼ 105 yrs
at z ∼ 5).
Assuming a spherical absorber with monomial density profile in photoionization equi-
librium with radiation coming uniformly from infinity, we calculate the radial profiles of E
(proportional to the photoionization rate), F , and neutral fraction (xHI) given by the exact
solution, OTVET, and M1. Here we take F = −|F | since F points radially inward. Follow-
ing [67], we initialize the xHI profile by assuming that the absorber is optically thin and in
photoionization equilibrium with the ionizing background. We next update the opacity (κ)
profile and calculate a new E profile by solving the time-independent RT equation with the
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updated κ profile, where we use κ = σnHxHI and σ = 6.3×10−18 cm−2 is the photoionization
cross section of our monochromatic 13.6 eV radiation. The xHI profile is then updated again
assuming the absorber in photoionization equilibrium with the new E profile, and used to
update the κ profile. These steps are iterated until the fractional change in the xHI profile is
less than 10−3 at every grid point.
In each iteration, solving for E and F for the different radiative transfer methods reduces
to solving ordinary differential equations. For the exact solution, we integrate along each
direction to get the optical depth τ at each radius, and, then, we integrate e−τ over all
solid angles. For the solutions using OTVET and M1, we have derived a set of differential
equations for logE and g = −F/E in Appendix A, using a change of variable ds/dr = −κ. We
therefore utilize equations A.15 and A.16 to obtain the solution to E and F . For OTVET, the
Eddington tensor is isotropic everywhere, since the absorber is illuminated from all directions.
To solve these equations, we use a root finding method for OTVET and an explicit integration
for M1. The structure of the differential equations in M1 requires a certain boundary condition
at finite s be fulfilled, which determines the point where we start integrating. While the
equations we solve (A.15 and A.16) do not involve any flux limiter, they naturally give g ≤ 1
at all radii.
Owing to self-shielding, the IGM experiences a sharp transition between being highly
ionized in the diffuse gas and becoming neutral in dense absorbers of ionizing photons [65,
67, 68]. Since this transition occurs inside the radius where the optical depth is of order 1,
the total recombination is dominated by the gas at outer radii. Therefore the E, F , and xHI
profiles are well characterized by a single parameter, the self-shielding radius, where the optical
depth is of order 1. In this case the solutions are expected to be self-similar with respect to
reasonable changes in the amplitude of the density profile or the photoionization rate, which
we will demonstrate below. We calculate solutions with hydrogen number density profile
nH = 0.01 (r/R)
m and Γ(r = ∞) = 5 × 10−13 s−1 [14, 69–72], where r is the distance from
the center of the absorber, R defines the “size” of the absorber, and Γ is the photoionization
rate. Here nH = 0.01 cm−3 is roughly 200 times the mean density of the universe at z = 5−6
and is the self-shielding density found in [68]. We adopt R = 2− 20 kpc, which corresponds
to the virial radii of 108 − 1011 M halos at z ∼ 5. We use the case-B recombination rate
αB = 2.6 × 10−13 s−1 at 104 K, and for simplicity ignore temperature variations within the
absorber. In reality the denser interior of the absorber is expected to be just somewhat
colder, and the case-A recombination rate is more appropriate for describing the gas outside
the surface where τ = 1. However, we expect our major conclusions will not change if more
realistic parameters are adopted. Finally, we include singly ionized helium, so the electron
number density is a factor of 1.08 higher than the H ii number density.
We first consider the isothermal density profile with nH ∝ r−2, which roughly reproduces
the observed column density distribution after reionization [67] and matches the slope of the
probability distribution function of high density gas in simulations [62, 65]. The left panel
of Figure 2 shows the radial profiles of the radiation (top panel) and xHI (bottom panel)
given by the exact solution (solid lines), OTVET (dashed lines), and M1 (dot-dashed lines).
The profiles are normalized to the self-shielding radius (rss) of the exact solution, defined as
the radius where the optical depth is 1. The black and red lines represent solutions with
R = 2 kpc and 20 kpc respectively. Darker and lighter colors in the top left panel illustrate
the monopole moment of the radiation (E) and the dipole moment (|F |), respectively. The
E and |F | profiles of the two absorbers almost overlap despite the 3 orders of magnitude
difference in the mass inside R, demonstrating the self-similarity of the solutions. The peaks
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Figure 2. Left: radial profiles of E, |F | (top panel), and the H i fraction (xHI; bottom panel)
of two spherical absorbers with isothermal density profiles, assuming absorbers in photoionization
equilibrium with a radiation field coming uniformly from infinity. The two absorbers have density
profiles nH = 0.01(2 kpc/r)−2 cm−3 and nH = 0.01(20 kpc/r)−2 cm−3, and are differentiated by
black and red lines respectively. The profiles are given in units of the self-shielding radius of the
exact solution (rss), defined as the radius where the optical depth is 1. The E and |F | profiles almost
overlap completely for the two absorbers. Solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines represent the exact
solution, the OTVET solution, and the M1 solution, respectively. Darker and lighter colors in the
top panel show the E and |F | profiles, respectively. Right: the H i column density distributions (in
arbitrary units) calculated from the xHI profiles. For a fixed incident radiation field, OTVET and M1
over-ionize absorbers, which we show impacts the relation between the ionizing background, mean
free path, and emissivity of the sources in simulations using these algorithms.
of the |F | profiles predicted by OTVET and M1 are a factor of > 2 higher than that given
by the exact solution, indicating more photon flux penetrating into the absorber. Therefore,
OTVET and M1 over-ionize self-shielding absorbers for a fixed incident radiation field.
Over-ionization of absorbers leads to a higher total recombination rate and, therefore, to
a higher post-reionization emissivity, as the emissivity should be in balance with recombina-
tions. This balance holds because the emissivity evolves on timescales much longer than the
time for photons to travel one mean free path, and the photon mean free path at the redshifts
of interest in this work (z ∼ 5) is much smaller than the horizon, making the terms on the
right-hand side of equation 2.2 dominate over those on the left-hand side [46]. The right panel
of Figure 2 demonstrates this further, which shows the H i column density distributions in
arbitrary units computed from the xHI profiles of the two absorbers. OTVET and M1 predict
lower abundance of high column density absorbers, thus raising the corresponding emissivity.
We calculate the differences in the total recombination rate by integrating
∫
(1−xHI)2n2Hr2 dr,
and find that OTVET and M1 lead to a factor of ∼ 1.3 and ∼ 1.4 more recombination than
the exact solution respectively. These numbers only differ by 2% for the two absorbers shown
in Figure 2 owing to self-similarity of the solutions. In other words, in order for a simulation
using OTVET or M1 to be able to reproduce the observed photoionization rate or Lyman-
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α forest transmission, the emissivity needs to be a factor of 1.3 − 1.4 higher than the true
value. Conversely, if the emissivity of the simulation is set to match the observations [e.g.
69], we find that the predicted Γ(r →∞) by OTVET and M1 is a factor of ∼ 0.4 lower than
the exact solution. Since the Lyman-α forest transmission traces fluctuations in the ionizing
background, a ∼ 60% lower photoionization rate should result in a factor of ∼ 2.5 increase in
the optical depth, thus reducing the forest transmission. Although currently there still lack
observational constraints on the emissivity, it can be constrained with future Lyman-α forest
observations or with star formation density observations and estimates for the escape fraction
of ionizing photons. Simulations using OTVET and M1 thus are unlikely to reproduce the
true relation between the photoionization rate and the emissivity.
Because of this inconsistency when using M1 and OTVET, the effective photon mean free
path that would be inferred by taking the ratio of the photoionization rate to the emissivity
in simulations with these algorithms should be biased low. When a simulation with OTVET
or M1 is calibrated to match a fixed photoionization rate, the effective mean free path of the
simulation is lower by ∼ 30% relative to the true value. When the simulation is calibrated
with a fixed emissivity, the effective mean free path is smaller by a factor of ∼ 2.5.
The above finding may seem inconsistent with the right panel of Figure 2, where the
lower abundance of high column density systems indicated by OTVET and M1 implies longer
photon mean free paths in simulations using these algorithms. However, calculating the mean
free path by integrating over the H i column density distribution assumes that radiation still
behaves as rays with the approximate Eddington tensors, which is likely violated when using
M1 and OTVET. Shooting rays across the simulation box and calculating the optical depth
along the rays is also the method used in some previous studies using the M1 algorithm [e.g.
4, 9, 10] to measure the mean free path. We thus compute a mean free path by calculating
(2pi)
∫
r(1− e−τ(r)) dr, which is the cross section of the absorber assuming radiation behaves
like rays. We find that with this approach of calculating the mean free path, the OTVET
and M1 methods overestimates the mean free path by 10% compared to the exact solution,
since the cross section of the absorber is reduced with these Eddington tensors. This seem-
ingly controversial finding with that of the effective mean free path defined before is likely
caused by the radiation being more diffusive when using OTVET and M1, so that despite the
lower H i column density distribution function indicating longer mean free paths, the higher
recombination rate implies shorter ones.
Over-ionizing absorbers at a fixed photoionization rate also leads to underpredicting the
H i content after reionization, traced by the high column density gas that self-shields itself
from the ionizing background. The high-redshift H i mass density (ΩHI) has been constrained
by observations of damped Lyman-α systems (defined as systems with H i column densities
> 2 × 1020 cm−2) [e.g. 73–75]. Uncertainties in ΩHI can propagate into uncertainties in the
H i 21 cm intensity fluctuations, affecting predictions about future H i intensity mapping
observations [76]. We find that when fixing the background photoionization rate, simulations
using M1 and OTVET results in lower ΩHI by ∼ 20 − 30%. Although no reionization simu-
lation has been compared against the observed ΩHI or used to predict the post-reionization
21 cm signal, we point out that there is potential bias in the simulated ΩHI introduced by
M1 and OTVET.
Since a 30 − 40% higher emissivity is required to balance the total recombination rate
when fixing the photoionization rate, simulations using M1 and OTVET likely underpredict
the duration of reionization by a similar amount as they need to spuriously increase the
emissivity to latch on to the forest transmission. Often simulations tune the emissivity by
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adjusting one parameter, such as the escape fraction of ionizing photons from galaxies or
from the birth clouds of star particles [e.g. 3, 13, 14], so that the entire history is affected.
The effect may be more complex in simulations that adjust multiple parameters to tune the
emissivity [e.g. 8–11].
Finally, to bracket the range of potential biases, let us consider the absorber to have a
shallower density profile with nH ∝ r−1.7 rather than nH ∝ r−2 profile considered so far. The
shallower profile reproduces the steeper power-law slope of −1.83 for the H i column density
distribution at z ∼ 4 − 6 found in simulations examining optically thin columns, while an
isothermal density profiles give a column density distribution of slope −1.67 [65, 68]. For a
r−1.7 density profile, we find that when fixing the background photoionization rate, OTVET
and M1 yield a factor of ∼ 1.2 higher total recombination than the exact solution. When
fixing the total emissivity, OTVET and M1 produce a ionizing background that is a factor of
∼ 0.5 lower in amplitude than the exact solution. These differences are smaller than those
found for the r−2 density profile because lower column density regions (for which radiative
transfer is less important) are weighted more heavily in the total recombination rate.
To summarize, we find that the moment-based RT methods with M1 and OTVET are
unlikely to produce the correct relation between the photoionization rate, emissivity, and
photon mean free path in the post-reionization IGM. When M1 and OTVET simulations
are calibrated to match the Lyman-α forest transmission or the ionizing background, the
emissivity is overestimated by 20 − 40% to balance the total recombination rate because
absorbers are over-ionized. This over-ionization also results in the effective photon mean free
path (defined as the ratio of the photoionization rate to the emissivity) of the simulations
being lower by a similar amount than the true value. If simulations adopt a fixed emissivity,
the resulting photoionization rate and effective mean free path are underpredicted by 50−60%
when using M1 and OTVET. Among other effects, these biases result in an undeprediction of
the simulated duration of reionization when calibrating to the photoionization rate inferred
from the Lyman-α forest, or they result in a more opaque Lyman-α forest when calibrating
to observations of the sources’ emissivities.
5 Moment-based methods versus exact solution: fluctuations in the post-
reionization ionizing background in a static IGM
Finally, we turn our attention to how well fluctuations in the ionizing background after reion-
ization are captured in moment-based RT methods. This exploration also has bearing upon
the performance of ray-tracing methods (especially those using short characteristics). Ionizing
background fluctuations have been compelling at explaining the excess scatter in the z ∼ 5−6
Lyman-α forest opacity [35, 72, 77–79]. Simulations of reionization have thus attempted to
capture ionizing background fluctuations, in addition to the relic temperature fluctuations
owing to patchy reionization [4, 5, 11]. Both of these effects may be testable with future
Lyman-α forest observations and can thus put constraints on reionization models [80].
The post-reionization ionizing background fluctuations are thought to quickly become
small after reionization [81–85][but see 86, 87], allowing them to be calculated by solving the
RT equation with linear perturbation theory. Moreover, at the post-reionization redshifts of
interest in this work (z ∼ 5), the photon mean free path is much smaller than the Hubble
radius, making the time-independent solution to the RT equation a good approximation to
the full time-dependent solution [46]. In this section we show that common Eddington tensor
approximations lead to significant errors on estimating the ionizing background fluctuations
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at scales smaller than the photon mean free path, and that recovering the true ionizing
background fluctuations require resolving the radiation field with far more than the four
angular directions followed by Eddington tensor closure algorithms.
5.1 Exact solution
We first derive the full solution to the time-independent RT equation using linear perturbation
theory, which we term the exact solution. The approach in this section follows [46, 88, 89].
We will write the overdensity in the quantity X as δX ≡ X/X¯−1, writing the volume average
as X¯, which is valid in the limit where the fluctuations about the mean are small.
In the time-independent case, equation 2.3 becomes
1
a
n̂ · ∇f = j − κf. (5.1)
Ignoring all terms of order δ yields the zeroth-order solution
κ¯f¯ = j¯, (5.2)
where κ¯, f¯ , j¯ are the spatially averaged quantities. This equation reflects a balance between
emissivity and recombination.
Expanding equation 5.1 to first order and simplifying using the zeroth order solution,
we get
1
aκ¯
n̂ · ∇δf = δj − δκ − δf . (5.3)
Since the opacity fluctuations must either trace the density fluctuations (δ) or the photoion-
ization rate fluctuations (δΓ; as we assume there are no other long-range fields of relevance),
we can further expand δκ = bκ,δδ + bκ,ΓδΓ, ignoring any shot noise term that would be small
to the extent the sources of opacity are abundant. These bias coefficients encapsulate how the
non-perturbative small-scale fields traces the large-scale overdensities (and so our approach
can be thought of as an effective perturbation theory to linear order in overdensities and
lowest order in derivatives). We could similarly expand δj in terms of these quantities, but
we choose to keep our equation in terms of δj . For the calculations here, we will assume the
sources are not modulated by the photoioinization rate – which should be a good approxima-
tion ignoring recombination radiation –, and model δj as a linear in δ˜ plus a shot noise term,
as in the halo model [90].
Therefore,
1
aκ¯
n̂ · ∇δf = δj − bκ,δδ − bκ,ΓδΓ − δf . (5.4)
The Fourier transform of the above equation gives, after some rearranging,
δ˜f =
δ˜j − bκ,δ δ˜ − bκ,Γδ˜Γ
1− in̂ · k/aκ¯ , (5.5)
where tilde’s denote the Fourier transform. Integrating both sides over all solid angles, we
get
δ˜E =
f¯
∫
d2n̂ δ˜f∫
d2n̂ f¯
=
1
4pi
∫
d2n̂ δ˜f = S(k)(δ˜j − bκ,δ δ˜ − bκ,Γδ˜Γ), (5.6)
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where S(k) = (aκ¯/k) arctan(k/ [aκ¯]) and we assumed that δj is isotropic. Since the pho-
toionization rate in the monochromatic limit is the angle-averaged intensity, i.e. Γ ∝ E, we
find4
δ˜E =
δ˜j − bκ,δ δ˜
bκ,Γ + S−1(k)
. (5.7)
In the uniform mean free path case, the opacity bias factors are zero, resulting in δ˜E =
δ˜jS(k). Our solution in this case is the full solution to time-independent radiative transfer
equation (equation 5.1), as in this case this equation is linear in f . We note that much
treatment in the literature of the post-reionization ionizing background is in this uniform
mean free path limit [83, 91]. This solution also captures the proximity zone, where the
source term j dominates over the absorption term κf . This suggests that this section’s
results have scope beyond the perturbative limit.5
5.2 Eddington tensor approximations
We now calculate the spectrum of ionizing background fluctuations for moment-based RT
methods with the Eddington tensor approximations. We work with the moment equations 2.5
and 2.6 and again drop the time-dependent derivatives. Note that Γ ∝ E. The zeroth order
solution for for the moment equations are
κ¯E¯ = j¯; F¯ = 0. (5.8)
which are just the zeroth and first moments of equation 5.1 for isotropically emitting sources.
We define δF ≡ F /E¯, and again δE = E/E¯ − 1. Expanding equations 2.5 and 2.6 to
first order gives
1
aκ¯
∂
∂xm
δFm = −δκ − δE + δj (5.9)
1
aκ¯
∂
∂xn
δE h¯mn +
1
aκ¯
∂
∂xn
δhmn = −δFm , (5.10)
where repeated indices are summed. Here h¯mn = δKmn/3, where δKmn is the Kronecker delta,
and
δhmn =
δPmn
Tr(P¯mn)
− P¯mn
Tr(P¯mn)2
Tr(δPmn). (5.11)
Eliminating δF from the above equations, we get
− 1
3a2κ¯2
∇2δE − 1
a2κ¯2
∂2
∂xm∂xn
δhmn = δj − δκ − δE (5.12)
4A comparison between the exact solution to δ˜E using linear perturbation theory (equation 5.7) and the
long characteristics method of [77] showed that the two methods agree well on the 3D power spectrum of δ˜E on
scales well below the photon mean free path (private communication with Fred Davies). This agreement holds
even in the relatively strongly fluctuating (order unity) regime at z > 5.5, further justifying our approach of
using the linear perturbation theory.
5Going to one higher order in derivatives in the effective linear-in-δ theory would result in additional terms
with bκ,δ δ˜ → bκ,δ δ˜+ bκ,k2δk2δ˜+ bκ,k4δk4δ˜+ ... in eqn. 5.7 (and a similar term if we expanded δj). Such terms
could be important at higher wavenumbers, and we choose not to follow them here. Numerical calculations
suggest the bias coefficients associated with these higher derivatives in the opacity are small [91].
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The Fourier transform of the above equation gives
δ˜E =
δ˜j − bκ,δ δ˜ − kmkna2κ¯2 δ˜hmn
1 + bκ,Γ +
k2
3a2κ¯2
, (5.13)
where we have used Γ ∝ E and again our bias expansion for δκ. Equation 5.13 is the general
expression for ionizing background fluctuations, regardless of the form of the Eddington ten-
sor.6 In the uniform mean free path case, we show in Appendix B that the exact Eddington
tensor recovers the relation δ˜E = δ˜jS(k).
Because the moment equations are derived from angular moments of the same linear
equation the exact solution applies (equation 5.3), one might think the linear bias coefficients
should be the same as for the exact case in the limit that both are treating the same source
and opacity fields. However, formally our zeroth moment equation assumed κE = κ¯E¯, but
this average depends on how the radiation field overlaps with the H i – which depends on
algorithm and has the effect in the linear solution of rescaling bias coefficients [see 92]. Indeed,
when one does perturbation theory for the ionizing background using the exact equations we
are putting in an effective average for κ¯.7 We ignore this complication here, but note that
§4 suggests that the κ¯E¯ could differ by tens of percent between different radiative transfer
algorithms. Rescaling the biases by similar amounts has a minimal effect on our results.
A caveat of the above derivation is that we do not include the possible effects of a flux
limiter, which is an additional element that can be relevant in implementations of OTVET.
For a spherical absorber sitting in an ionizing background, |F | ≤ E is naturally satisfied
without the need to invoke any flux limiter (Section 4), but a flux limiter is likely required
to ensure |F | ≤ E in the proximity zone of a source (Section 3). We therefore expect our
formalism to fail at high enough wavenumbers, especially for the isotropic Eddington tensor.
However, to keep the RT equation at linear order in δ’s, the flux limiter should only be
expanded to zeroth order. The effects of a flux limiter on δF can thus only enter at quadratic
and higher orders in the overdensity. Therefore, our linear order solutions are unaffected. The
possible contribution of a flux limiter to the power spectrum of E is suppressed relative to the
linear order solution at perturbative wavenumbers, and deviations from the exact solution of
δ˜E owing to an approximate Eddington tensor is unlikely to be fixed by the inclusion of a
flux limiter.
We examine predictions by OTVET and M1 below, focusing on the 3D and 1D power
spectra of E (equivalent to Γ). The 3D power spectrum is defined by 〈δ˜∗E(k′)δ˜E(k)〉 =
P 3DE (k)(2pi)
3δD(k−k′), where the angle brackets denote an ensemble average and δD(k−k′)
represents the Dirac delta function, and the 1D power spectrum is obtained by P 1DE (k) =∫∞
k dk
′/[2pi] k′P 3DE (k
′). The 1D power spectrum characterizes the spectrum of fluctuations
along a skewer through the Universe, being most applicable to the Lyα forest. We generate
power spectra for the source term (δ˜j) using the halo model at z = 5.5 [90], assuming lumi-
nosity proportional to halo mass and a minimum halo mass (Mmin) for producing ionizing
photons. z & 5.5 is the redshift at which the Lyman-α forest transmission shows large spatial
scatter on 50/h Mpc scale. We adopt bκ,Γ = −2/3, which is related to the slope of the H i
6Our time-independent solutions are valid on scales much smaller than the horizon. For low wavenumbers,
evolutionary effects become important and solving the full time-dependent RT equation is required to avoid
a formal divergence in the time-independent solution [46].
7The standard expression for the effective κ¯ is
∫
dNHI f(NHI)(1 − exp[−σNHI]) motivated by Poissonian
absorbers with column density distribution f(NHI). Our results in §4 suggest that different algorithms likely
result in ∼ 10% differences in the effective κ¯.
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column density distribution, and bκ,δ = 1, since Lyman limit systems are abundant and so
likely good tracers of the matter distribution [89].8
5.2.1 M1 and isotropic
For M1, since dχ/dg = 0 when g = 0, the Eddington tensor is thus isotropic at linear order in
the density. The solution to δ˜E corresponds to that assuming an isotropic Eddington tensor:
δ˜E =
δ˜j − bκ,δ δ˜
1 + bκ,Γ + k2/[3a2κ¯2]
. (5.14)
This expression reproduces the exact solution at large scales k . aκ¯ = 1/λmfp, since arctan(x) ≈
x− x3/3 for small x. However, as we show below, this isotropic solution significantly under-
estimates the small-scale fluctuations in Γ.
Figure 3 compares the 3D (left panel) and 1D (right panel) power spectra of E (equiv-
alent to the photoionization rate) as indicated by the exact solution (solid lines) and the
M1/isotropic Eddington tensor solution (dot-dashed lines). Different colors represent solu-
tions with different source power spectra and photon mean free paths. Black and red lines use
Mmin = 10
9M, λmfp = 60 comoving Mpc and Mmin = 1011 M, λmfp = 30 comoving Mpc
respectively. Here 60 Mpc is the observed mean free path in [45], while 30 Mpc takes into
account that the observed values may be biased high by a factor of ≈ 2 owing to the quasar
proximity effect [72]. The comparison of dashed (M1/isotropic) and solid (exact solution)
curves in Figure 3 show that the isotropic Eddington tensor approximation substantially un-
derestimates the fluctuations in the ionizing background at scales smaller than the mean free
path.
Our finding suggests that simulations with M1, which are commonly used to study the
scatter in the Lyman-α forest transmission [4, 5, 8–11], substantially underpredict sub-mean
free path fluctuations in the ionizing background9. We therefore estimate the amount of
underestimation in the variation of the photoionization rate by M1 on L = 50/h comoving
Mpc scale, which is the typical scale that the variations in the Lyman-α forest transmis-
sion are measured [33, 34, 93]. The variance of the photoionization rate is given by σ2E ∝∫
P 1DE (k)W
2(k) dk, where P 1DE (k) is the 1D power spectrum of E, and W (k) = sinc(kL/2).
The grey line in the right panel of Figure 3 illustrates W 2(k). For a photon mean free path of
30 comoving Mpc, we find that M1 underestimates σE on 50/h Mpc scales by ≈ 20%. If the
mean free path is 60 Mpc, the underestimation is boosted to ≈ 30%. Using a L = 20/h Mpc
window increases the underestimation by a modest factor of 5 − 8%. These differences are
smaller than expected from the dramatic differences in the power spectrum seen in the figure
because much of the variance is driven by k . λ−1mfp where the algorithms agree. Note that
we have implicitly assumed that a simulation using M1 is able to reproduce the true mean
free path, while Section 4 has illustrated that simulations with M1 likely underestimate the
effective mean free path by ∼ 30% when calibrated to match the post-reionization ionizing
background. However, simulations with the reduced speed of light approximation have shown
8Focusing on equations 5.7 and 5.14, δ˜E is primarily determined by δ˜j . This is because the amplitude of
fluctuations in the sources is much larger than that in the sinks, owing to their larger bias. The bκ,Γ term in
the denominator changes somewhat the amplitude of Γ fluctuations, but has a minimal effect on its shape.
9Our finding is in qualitative agreement with numerical simulations. A comparison between the long
characteristics method of [77] and a simulation with M1 using the same emissivity and opacity fields showed
that the overall level of ionizing background fluctuations in the simulation with M1 is noticeably weaker
(private communication with Fred Davies).
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Figure 3. 3D (left) and 1D (right) dimensionless power spectra of the post-reionization pho-
toionization rate, assuming bκ,δ = 1, and bκ,Γ = −2/3. Solid lines show the exact solution with
different source power spectra and photon mean free paths λmfp. The source power spectra are
calculated using the halo model at z = 5.5, assuming luminosity proportional to halo mass and
a minimum halo mass (Mmin) for producing ionizing photons. Black and red lines correspond to
Mmin = 10
9M, λmfp = 60 comoving Mpc and Mmin = 1011 M, λmfp = 30 comoving Mpc respec-
tively. Dot-dashed lines represent the solutions given by M1, which reduces to an isotropic Eddington
tensor at linear order in density. Long dashed, dotted, and short dashed lines illustrate the solutions
when closing the moment equations at orders ` = 2, 5, 8 respectively, while the isotropic Eddington
tensor correspond to closing the moment equations at ` = 1. Moment-based or ray-tracing meth-
ods only reproduce the exact solution at 3D wavenumbers k . `/λmfp and fair even worse in 1D,
leading to a bias in the simulated ionizing background fluctuations which affects interpreting the
Lyman-α forest observations. The grey line in the right panel shows the squared window function
W 2(k) = sinc2(kL/2) with L = 50/h Mpc, where 50/h Mpc is the typical scale that the variations
in the Lyman-α forest transmission are measured. The 1D case represents the variance along a line
segment with size ∼ 2pi/k and is applicable to Lyman-α forest observations.
that the volume-averaged H i fraction is roughly inversely proportional to the adopted speed
of light [13, 24, 94, 95], indicating that the mean free path of the simulations is likely over-
estimated by a factor of a few from the observed values possibly because current simulations
do not capture the necessary scales (see Section 6.1 for detailed discussions). For a factor
of 2 overestimation of the mean free path, we find that M1 underestimates σE by 60 − 70%
compared to the exact solution with the true mean free path.
In addition to underpredicting the variance of the photoionization rate on 50/h Mpc
scales, underestimating fluctuations in the photoionization rate on sub-mean free path scales
likely affects the occurrence of high Lyman-α transmission as well. This may impact the
statistics of the transmission spikes in simulations with M1 [7], although density fluctuations
are more important for interpreting Lyman-α forest transmissions.
We note that the M1/isotropic solution corresponds to closing the moment equations at
order ` = 1. In §5.2.3 we will explore the solutions to E when closing the moment equations
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at higher orders (red long dashed, short dashed, and dotted lines in the left panel of Figure 3).
5.2.2 OTVET
Since OTVET includes image sources within one box size from a given location in a simulation
volume, the degree of isotropy of the resulting Eddington tensor is expected to depend on the
box size. As we show in Appendix B, the OTVET solution to δ˜E is
δ˜E =
(
1 + 2pi
2k
3a2κ¯2LO
)
δ˜j − bκ,δ δ˜
1 + bκ,Γ +
k2
3a2κ¯2
, (5.15)
where LO =
∫
V r
−2 d3x, V is the simulated volume, and r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 with a wrap
around the box (such that x→ Lbox−x if x is larger than half the box size Lbox) to take into
account periodic boundary conditions. Note that this equation only applies to k  2pi/L.
For large enough box sizes, the Eddington becomes isotropic owing to the Olber’s paradox,
and the solution tends to equation 5.14. For box sizes smaller than twice the mean free path,
the OTVET Eddington tensor is more anisotropic than the exact Eddington tensor, since
fewer sources contribute to the Eddington tensor than in the exact solution. In this case,
we expect OTVET to overestimate the amount of ionizing background fluctuations at scales
smaller than the mean free path.
Figure 4 shows the z = 5.5 3D and 1D power spectra of E given by the exact so-
lution (black solid lines), the M1/isotropic solution (black dot-dashed lines), and OTVET
(dashed lines), using the source power spectrum with minimum halo mass of 109 M and
a photon mean free path of 60 comoving Mpc. We have again used bκ,δ = 1, bκ,Γ = −2/3.
For OTVET, the blue, green, and red colors represent solutions with simulation box sizes
Lbox = 1000, 120, 30 comoving Mpc respectively. For large enough box sizes, the OTVET
solution tends to the M1/isotropic solution, but the underestimation in the ionizing back-
ground fluctuations at large wavenumbers is less severe because the optically thin assumption
produces more anisotropy in the Eddington tensor on small scales. For box sizes smaller than
twice the true mean free path, OTVET overestimates sub box-scale fluctuations in the ion-
izing background, since only sources within one box size contribute to the Eddington tensor,
making the Eddington tensor more anisotropic. When the box size is twice the mean free
path, OTVET roughly reproduces the ionizing background fluctuations.
To compute the variance of the photoionization rate on 50/h comoving Mpc scale,
we calculate σ2E ∝
∫
P 1DE (k)W
2(k) dk for the exact solution and OTVET, using P 1DE (k <
2pi/Lbox) = 0. We find that when the box size is much larger than the photon mean free
path, e.g. Lbox = 1000 Mpc and λmfp = 60 Mpc, OTVET underestimates the variations of the
photoionization rate by 20− 30%, similar to M1 as expected since both have an isotropic Ed-
dington tensor in this limit. If the box size is smaller than the mean free path, e.g. Lbox = 30
Mpc and λmfp = 60 Mpc, OTVET overestimates the variance by a factor of 3−4. So far, small
box simulations with OTVET (Lbox = 40/h Mpc in [37]) have been mainly used to interpret
the large scatter in the Lyman-α forest transmission at z = 5 − 6. Our findings indicate
that these simulations likely overpredict fluctuations in the ionizing background by factors
of 2 − 4 and thus should predict more scatter in the spatial transmission in the Lyman-α
forest. Simulations with box sizes similar to twice the mean free path likely fair much better
at reproducing the correct amount of photoionization rate fluctuations, e.g. the 80/h Mpc
box simulations in [3]. Those simulations have been used to study the Lyman-α transmission
spikes [96].
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Figure 4. 3D (left) and 1D (right) power spectra of the post-reionization photoionization rate,
assuming z = 5.5, λmfp = 1/aκ¯ = 60 comoving Mpc, bκ,δ = 1, and bκ,Γ = −2/3. The black solid and
dot-dashed lines show the exact and M1/isotropic solutions respectively, using source power spectra
with minimum halo mass Mmin = 109 M. Blue, green, and red dashed lines represent the OTVET
solutions with box sizes Lbox = 1000, 120, 30 Mpc respectively. The OTVET solutions are only shown
for k > 2pi/Lbox. The grey line in the right panel shows the squared window function W 2(k) =
sinc2(kL/2) with L = 50/h Mpc, where 50/h Mpc is the typical scale that the variations in the
Lyman-α forest transmission are measured. Simulations with OTVET overestimate (underestimate)
small-scale ionizing background fluctuations when box sizes are smaller (larger) than twice the mean
free path.
5.2.3 Closing the moment equations at higher orders
While the M1/isotropic solution corresponds to closing the moment equations at order ` = 1,
we consider the solution to E when closing the moment equations at higher orders (see
Appendix C for full derivations). The red long dashed, dotted, and short dashed lines in the
left panel of Figure 3 show the 3D power spectra of E when closing the equations at orders
` = 2, 5, 8 respectively, assuming that the source power spectrum has a minimum halo mass
of 1011 M. Moment-based RT methods are unlikely to close the equations at orders higher
than these values owing to memory constraints (as we are unaware of attempts to go beyond
` = 1), and we suspect there is a correspondence between moment codes that truncate at
order ` and short characteristic ray-tracing codes that pixelate the sphere with ≈ `2 directions.
In addition, ` = 8 also mimics the (pseudo) long-characteristics ray-tracing method of [57],
where they merge rays so that the number of rays in a cell is capped at 64. Since information
on angular scales . pi/` is not captured when closing the moment equations at order `,
moment-based methods should converge to the exact solution at wavenumbers k . `/λmfp.
Comparison between the higher moment solutions and the exact solution in Figure 3 is roughly
consistent with this estimate. Our results imply that capturing the post-reionization ionizing
background fluctuations requires following the radiation field on very small angular scales,
which are currently not achieved by moment-based methods or most ray-tracing codes. This
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introduces a bias in the simulated ionizing background fluctuations which affects interpreting
the Lyman-α forest observations.
5.3 Summary
Overall, we find that moment-based methods produce a qualitatively different spectrum of
ionizing background fluctuations on scales smaller than the photon mean free path, in addition
to somewhat over-ionizing the dense absorbers of ionizing photons as found in §4. The
M1 Eddington tensor tends to isotropic near the end of or after reionization, leading to
significantly underestimated ionizing background fluctuations on small scales. This results in
M1 underestimating the variance of the photoionization rate on 50/hMpc scales by 20−30%,
if the simulations capture the observed photon mean free path. For OTVET, the degree
of anisotropy of the Eddington tensor depends on the box size. Large enough boxes give
more isotropic Eddington tensors, thus leading to underestimation of the ionizing background
fluctuations similar to M1. Small boxes produce more anisotropy in the Eddington tensors,
resulting in overestimation of the ionizing background fluctuations. For box sizes smaller than
twice the observed mean free path, the overestimation of the variance of the photoionization
rate on 50/h Mpc scales could reach a factor of ∼ 2− 4 level. Moment-based methods should
be used with this caution when studying the large scatter in the Lyman-α forest transmission.
We additionally showed that ray-tracing methods may not be completely immune to these
difficulties if they limit the number of angular directions that are followed.
6 Discussions
6.1 The photon mean free path in reionization simulations
In Section 4 we pointed out that reionization simulations with OTVET and M1 underestimate
the effective post-reionization photon mean free path by ∼ 30% relative to the exact solution,
if the simulations are calibrated to match the observed ionizing background or Lyman-α
forest mean transmission. However, here we argue that many published simulations using
the M1 algorithm likely overshoot the empirical measurements of the mean free path [e.g.
45] by factors of a few, given the findings of multiple simulations using the reduced speed of
light approximation [13, 24, 94, 95]. Recent simulations with OTVET algorithm use these
measurements to cap the simulations’ mean free paths [3, 97] and so cannot overshoot these
measurements.
Specifically, these simulations found that the volume-averaged H i fraction after reion-
ization is roughly inversely proportional to the value of the speed of light adopted [13, 95],
or since the H i fraction is inversely proportional to the background photoionization rate,
the simulated ionizing background amplitude is proportional to the adopted speed of light.
The ionizing background should be independent of the speed of light if the time to travel one
mean free path and be absorbed is much smaller than the Hubble time. However, the time
to travel one mean free path is longer the more reduced the speed of light in the simulation
is. Gnedin [97] showed in simulations that the anticipated size of this effect is about a factor
of two effect at z = 5.5 for c˜ = 0.1c compared to c˜ = 1c, much smaller than the factor of
ten from scaling in [95]. The dependence found in [97] is quantitatively reproduced by solv-
ing the radiative transfer equation, which ignoring redshifting (but including dilution) gives
Iν(t, nˆ) =
∫ t
0 c˜jν(t
′, nˆ) exp(− ∫ tt′ [3H(t′′) + c˜κ(t′′, nˆ)] dt′′) dt′ [e.g. 46] where c˜ is the assumed
speed of light. One can observe that the speed of light only enters via the term in the expo-
nential with H (and an analogous result holds for moment equations). Thus, a rough estimate
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Figure 5. Estimates of the ratios of the photoionization rates in simulations with the true speed of
light and a tenth of the speed of light, assuming reionization ends at z = 5.5 and constant emissivity
afterwards. The black solid, blue dashed, red dot-dashed, and green dotted lines show the ratios as a
function of redshift using photon mean free path values as measured in [45], a tenth of [45], four times
that of [45], and a tenth of the Hubble radius respectively. Our calculations indicate that simulations
which found strong scaling relations of the post-reionization volume-averaged H i fraction with the
value of the reduced speed of light likely overestimate the photon mean free path by at least a factor
of a few, although our predictions may seem extreme.
of the effect of the reduced speed of light on Iν can be obtained from 1 + 3H(t)/[c˜κ(t)]. For
z = 5 and the observed value of [aκ]−1 = 80 Mpc [45], this implies that Iν differs by a factor
of ∼ 1.6 for simulations using c˜ = 1c and 0.1c, where c is the actual speed of light. Thus, the
stronger dependence is likely because the mean free path is overestimated by a factor of at
least several in the simulations of [95].
To estimate to what extent the simulations overpredict the photon mean free path,
we evaluate the integral Iν(t, nˆ) =
∫ t
0 c˜jν(t
′, nˆ) exp(− ∫ tt′ [3H(t′′) + c˜κ(t′′, nˆ)] dt′′) dt′ using
different values of the mean free path. We assume that overlap occurs at z = 5.5 so that the
emissivity jν is zero before then, and that jν is constant afterwards. Figure 5 illustrates our
predictions for the ratios of the photoionization rate (Γ) in simulations with the true speed of
light and with 0.1c. The black solid, blue dashed, red dot-dashed, and green dotted lines show
the ratios as a function of redshift using photon mean free path values as measured in [45],
a tenth of [45], four times that of [45], and a tenth of the Hubble radius (c/H) respectively.
The ratios of Γ tend to the ratio of the adopted speed of light right after overlap, but become
less extreme at lower z. Our calculations show that if the simulations produce the same mean
free path as that measured in [45], the differences in Γ in simulations with c˜ ≥ 0.1c should
be less than a factor of 2, in rough agreement with our simple estimate using 1 + 3H/[c˜κ]
above. Reducing the mean free path by a factor of 10 eliminates the differences in the post-
reionization Γ, consistent with the analysis of [97]. However, the strong linear scaling relation
between the post-reionization volume-averaged H i fraction and the adopted speed of light as
found in [95] is not recovered in our calculations, even when enlarging the mean free path in
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[45] by a factor of 4 or assuming the mean free path is a tenth of the Hubble radius. This
may surprisingly indicate that the photon mean free path is hardly limited in reionization
simulations having trouble with the reduced speed of light. While this prediction is likely too
extreme, the rough agreement between our calculations and the findings of [97] suggests that
a factor of a few overestimate of the mean free path in those simulations is still a possible
explanation to the reduced speed of light problem.
One possible reason why the simulations overpredict the photon mean free path is
that they likely overshoot the emissivity. [65] found a steep power-law scaling of the post-
reionization photoionization rate with emissivity, suggesting that a small change in emissivity
could lead to much a larger change in the mean free path. Matching the Lyman-α forest
transmission therefore requires fine-tuning of the emissivity [4, 8–11]. In addition, the IGM
is expected to clump on scales of 104 − 108 M [98], which most of the cosmological simu-
lations are unable to resolve. Given the ∼ 300 Myr relaxation time of the gas after heating
[98], resolving these small-scale structures is likely still necessary to adequately limit the pho-
ton mean free path. We defer an exploration of the resolution requirement to resolve the
Lyman-limit systems to future work.
7 Conclusions
This paper discussed the accuracy of common moment-based radiative transfer algorithms
on simulating reionization. Specifically, it investigated the use of an approximate Eddington
tensor as an ansatz for the quadrupole moment to close the system of monopole and dipole
equations. We argued that during reionization, the growth of ionized bubbles is likely only
minorly affected by the choice of the Eddington tensor as long as the algorithm conserves
photons. We considered a during-reionization example of the radiation field from a single
source ionizing a uniform medium, finding that the usage of a flux limiter that caps the am-
plitude of the photon flux ensures that the exact solution to the radiation field is reproduced,
even though OTVET may produce an Eddington tensor that becomes isotropic inside ionized
bubbles. Thus, we suspect (with a caveat regarding Lyman-limit systems in H ii regions) that
moment-based RT methods are thus able to capture the gross properties of the H ii regions
during reionization. We argued that their differences with the exact solution are likely to be
larger at the end of reionization and just after.
We studied test problems targeted at the ionization structure of dense absorbers in
ionized regions and fluctuations in the post-reionization ionizing background. We found that
for a spherical absorber in photoionization equilibrium with radiation coming uniformly from
infinity, the usual closure methods, OTVET and M1, over-ionize the absorber when fixing
the background photoionization rate. For a simulation run with these algorithms, this over-
ionization leads to 20−40% higher emissivity required to balance the total recombination for a
given background photoionization rate, or a factor of ∼ 2 lower metagalactic photoionization
rate given the ionizing emissivity. The effective mean free path of the simulations, defined
as the ratio of the metagalactic photoionization rate to the emissivity, is thus underpredicted
by similar amounts. However, if one measured the mean free path by shooting rays across
the simulation box in OTVET and M1, this curiously results in a ∼ 10% overestimation of
the mean free path. These biases indicate that simulations using OTVET and M1 likely
underpredict the duration of reionization and ΩHI after reionization when calibrating to the
Lyman-α forest transmission or the inferred photoionization rate, or they produce a more
opaque Lyman-α forest when calibrating to given emissivities.
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Considering linear-order fluctuations in the post-reionization ionizing background, we
found that moment-based RT algorithms produce very different power spectra of the ion-
izing background fluctuations from the exact solution. The M1 Eddington tensor leads to
significantly suppressed power on scales smaller than the photon mean free path, leading to
20 − 30% underestimation of the variance of the photoionization rate on 50/h Mpc scales.
OTVET results in a similar underprediction for large simulation boxes, but overpredicts the
small-scale fluctuations in the ionizing background when the simulation box size is smaller
than twice the photon mean free path, causing a factor of 2−4 overestimation of the variance
of the photoionization rate on 50/h Mpc scales. These algorithms thus should be used with
caution for modeling the large spatial scatter in the Lyman-α forest transmission (which most
likely owe to large-scale ionizing background fluctuations), and the transmission spikes which
have contributions from ionizing background fluctuations on all scales.
We also investigated a curious feature found in simulations using the M1 algorithm,
which the above differences do not seem sufficient to explain: several studies have found that
the post-reionization volume-averaged H i fraction scales essentially inversely with the adopted
speed of light. We showed that this should not occur if the mean free path is consistent with
observations, concluding that these simulations mean free paths are likely larger than the
measured value by a factor of a few. Most cosmological simulations of reionization lack the
resolution to resolve the 104 − 108 M mass scales which the IGM clumps on, and future
work might focus on an exploration of the resolution requirement to resolve all Lyman-limit
systems.
Given the above caveats of moment-based RT algorithms with approximate Edding-
ton tensors, more accurate ray-tracing methods might be a favored choice for simulating
reionization. However, we found that ray-tracing methods that limit the number of angular
directions that they follow likely also have trouble reproducing the small-scale fluctuations in
the post-reionization ionizing background, which requires resolving a large number of angular
directions.
Cosmological radiative transfer is still at a nascent state with no consensus on what
algorithm is best. This study’s considerations may help motivate the design of next generation
algorithm.
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A Solving the static moment equations with an opacity profile
We solve for E and F profiles assuming single absorber with planar/spherical geometry and
analytical κ profiles, and radiation coming uniformly from infinity. This approximates the
situation of Lyman-limit systems at the end of reionization (We define Lyman-limit systems
here as systems that have substantial Lyman-continuum optical depths and so self shield).
The exact solution simply corresponds to calculating the optical depth and integrating over
all directions. For M1 and OTVET, we solve equations 2.5 and 2.6, or 2.11. Here F is a
signed quantity with |F | = |F |, and is positive when F points to the +z direction (plane
parallel case) or radially outward (spherical case).
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A.1 Plane parallel absorber
Consider a plane parallel absorber with a monomial κ profile κ = κ0(z0/z)m, and radiation
comes uniformly from infinity to the x − y plane. In the limit of large m, this problem
corresponds to a plane parallel absorber with a sharp edge at z = z0.
• Exact solution:
τ(µ, z) =
κ0z
m
0
(m− 1)zm−1µ ; (A.1)
E(z) =
∫ 1
0
dµ exp(−τ(µ, r)); (A.2)
|F (z)| =
∫ 1
0
dµ exp(−τ(µ, r))µ, (A.3)
where µ = cos(θ). One can verify that g = |F |/E is 0.5 at z →∞, and 1 at z → 0.
• OTVET:
The Eddington tensor is isotropic everywhere. We do a change of variables ds/dr = −κ,
so s = κz/(m− 1) with a monomial κ. Equation 2.11 becomes d2E/ds = 3E, and the
solution is
E(s) = exp(−
√
3s); (A.4)
|F (s)| = 1
3κ
dE
dz
=
1√
3
exp(−
√
3s). (A.5)
Therefore g = |F |/E = 1/√3 everywhere. This solution holds for arbitrary κ profile.
• M1 and general χ(g):
We first derive the solution assuming a general form of χ(g). We use the same change
of variables ds/dr = −κ. Because of the symmetry of the system, we have hzz = χ. We
can construct differential equations for g and E. Equations 2.5 and 2.6 become
d lnE
ds
=
dχ
dg − g
χ− g dχdg
; (A.6)
dg
ds
=
g2 − χ
χ− g dχdg
. (A.7)
Note that these equations are independent of the form of κ. Also note that
ds
dg
=
χ− g dχdg
g2 − χ . (A.8)
This equation can be integrated to get s(g). Since 0 ≤ g ≤ 1, in order for s → ∞
(z → 0) to be possible, at z → 0 we must get g → √χ, which is the singularity of the
denominator. For M1 and the exact solution, this gives g → 1 and χ → 1 at z → 0.
For OTVET, this corresponds to g = 1/
√
3.
Specifically for M1, ds/dg has a zero-point at g = 2
√
3/5 = 0.69, and ds/dg changes
sign when crossing this zero-point. It can then be realized that in order for s to be
able to go to infinity, g ≥ 0.69 is required everywhere z > 0. However, the boundary
condition at z →∞ (s→ 0) does not have a physically motivated choice.
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A.2 Spherical absorber
A.2.1 monomial opacity profile
Consider a spherical absorber at the origin with κ = κ0(R/r)m and radiation coming uni-
formly from infinity. In the limit of large m, this corresponds to a spherical absorber with
sharp edge at r = R.
• Exact solution10:
τ(µ, r) =
∫ ∞
0
κ(
√
r2 + s2 + 2rsµ) ds =
κ0R
m
rm−1
∫ ∞
0
dx
(1 + x2 + 2xµ)m/2
; (A.9)
E(r) =
1
2
∫ 1
−1
dµ exp(−τ(µ, r)); (A.10)
|F (r)| = 1
2
∫ 1
−1
dµ exp(−τ(µ, r))µ, (A.11)
where µ = cos(θ).
• OTVET:
The Eddington tensor is isotropic everywhere. We do a change of variables u =√
3κr/(m − 1) and use E = uνf(u), where ν is a number to be determined. Plug-
ging these into equation 2.11, we find that when ν = (m + 1)/[2(m − 1)], f(u) is
the solution to the modified Bessel’s equation. Considering the boundary condition at
r →∞ (u→ 0), we find
E(u) = E0u
νKν(u); (A.12)
|F (u)| = 1
3κ
dE
dr
= −E0√
3
(
νuν−1Kν(u) + uν
dKν(u)
du
)
, (A.13)
where the normalization E0 = 2ν−1Γ(ν) comes from the asympototic behavior of
Kν(u→ 0).
• M1 and general χ(g):
We change the variable r to s, with ds/dr = −κ. We keep the term
d ln r
d ln s
= − s
κr
, (A.14)
instead of plugging in the value −(m − 1) for a monomial κ. We would like to obtain
differential equations for g = −F/E and E, for a general form of χ(g). Since hrr =
χ, hθθ = hφφ = (1− χ)/2, equations 2.5 and 2.6 become
dg
ds
= −2g
s
d ln r
d ln s
− 1− d lnE
ds
g;
d lnE
ds
= −3χ− 1
sχ
d ln r
d ln s
− 1
χ
dχ
dg
dg
ds
− g
χ
. (A.15)
10The τ integral can be calculated using a recursion formula: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_
integrals_of_rational_functions.
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Plugging the second equation into the first one, we get
dg
ds
=
g2
χ − 1 + χ−1χ gs d ln rd ln s
1− gχ dχdg
. (A.16)
To solve equations A.15 and A.16, we first integrate equation A.16 to obtain a solution
for g(s), and then plug this into equation A.15 to get E. However, the denominator of
equation A.16 can possibly be 0. We thus examine
ds
dg
=
1− gχ dχdg
g2
χ − 1 + χ−1χ gs d ln rd ln s
. (A.17)
At s = 0, the physically motivated value for g is 0. The function s(g) must therefore
be monotonically increasing. Thus if the numerator of equation A.17 reaches 0 at some
g before s → ∞, the denominator must also be 0. This puts a constraint on the value
of κr = −(1/s) d ln r/d ln s at this certain g. Also note that when s is large, the
denominator of equation A.17 is dominated by g2/χ− 1. In order for s to be able to go
to infinity, we must have g2/χ→ 1 at s→∞ (r → 0).
One can verify that the exact solution and the OTVET solution satisfy equations A.15
and A.16. For the exact solution, g → 1 and χ → 1 at s → ∞. For the OTVET
solution, because χ = 1/3, g → 1/√3 at s→∞.
Specifically for M1, 1 − (g/χ) dχ/dg is 0 when g = 2√3/5 = 0.69. In order for a
solution to exist and in order for s to be able to go to infinity when integrating ds/dg,
κr = −s d ln s/d ln r = 4/√3 = 2.31 must be satisfied at g = 0.69. We therefore need
to start the integration of equation A.16 from this singularity to s → 0 and s → ∞.
The specific value of dg/ds at the singularity can be obtained by L’Hopital’s rule. Note
that g(s→ 0) = 0 and g(s→∞) = 1 are satisfied.
Figure 6 shows the E and |F | profiles for the exact solution (black solid lines), OTVET
(blue dashed lines), and M1 (red dot-dashed lines), using κ0 = 1, R = 1 with arbitrary units.
From left to right, m = 2, 4, and 11. Magenta long dashed lines represent the exact solution
for the limiting case of a sharp absorber with m =∞. In all cases, OTVET and M1 result in
> 2× as much flux into the absorber than the exact solution, while the E profiles are flatter.
In the limit of m →∞, the OTVET and M1 fluxes are roughly ∼ 0.5(R/r)2, which is twice
the flux of the exact solution.
Figure 7 shows χ(s) (left panel) and χ(g) (right panel) for the exact solution, OTVET,
and M1, for m = 2, 4, 11. Notably, the exact solution does not show a monotonic χ(s) or
χ(g) as M1 does. Especially, the limiting case of sharp absorber with m = ∞ (magenta
dot-dashed line in the right panel) indicate that seeing half of the sky is the same as seeing
the full sky, yielding isotropic Eddington tensors. In this case χ(g) = (4g2 − 2g + 1)/3. In
the opposite case where an observer is close to an ionizing source in an otherwise uniform
ionizing background, χ(g) = (1 + 2g)/3, shown as the green dotted line in the right panel.
The monotonic behavior of the M1 χ(g) seems to fit this scenario better than the case of near
an absorber. These two cases thus show opposite trend of χ(g).
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Figure 6. The radial profiles of E and |F |, for a spherical absorber with monomial opacity profile
κ = κ0(R/r)
m and uniform incoming radiation from infinity. We adopt κ0 = 1, R = 1 with arbitrary
units. The black solid, blue dashed, and red dot-dashed lines show the exact solution, OTVET, and
M1 respectively. From left to right, m = 2, 4, and 11. Magenta long dashed lines represent the exact
solution for the limiting case of a sharp absorber with m =∞. In all cases, the fluxes going into the
absorber predicted by OTVET and M1 are about > 2× the flux of the exact solution.
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Figure 7. χ (the radial component of the Eddington tensor hrr) as a function of s =
∫ r
∞ κ dr (left)
and as a function of g = |F |/E, for a spherical absorber with monomial opacity profile κ = κ0(R/r)m
and uniform incoming radiation from infinity. The black solid, blue dashed, and red dot-dashed lines
show the exact solution, OTVET, and M1 respectively. Lines from thick and thin represent m = 2, 4,
and 11, respectively. The magenta long dashed line in the right panel show the exact solution for the
limiting case of a sharp absorber with m = ∞. The green dotted line represent χ(g) near a point
source in a uniform radiation background.
A.2.2 Opacity profile that accounts for ionization
The section above assumes a monomial κ profile, which is not consistent with an absorber
exposed to an ionizing background. If the density profile of the absorber goes as r−m, at
large r we expect nHI ∝ n2H, so κ ∝ r−2m. At small r the absorber has self-shielded from
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the outside ionizing background, so nHI ∝ nH and κ ∝ r−m. In this section we thus include
ionization of the absorber and calculate the E, F , and xHI profiles.
We assume the absorber has a monomial density profile which goes as r−m. Radiation
comes uniformly from infinity and illuminate the absorber, which in the end reaches photoion-
ization equilibrium. We use an iterative approach to calculate the xHI profile and E and F
profiles. We first assume the absorber is optically thin and is illuminated by a uniform ioniz-
ing background. An xHI profile is calculated assuming photoionization equilibrium and used
to update the κ profile. We then use the updated κ profile to calculate the E profile, which
updates the xHI profile and thus the κ profile again. We iterate until the fractional change in
xHI between iterations is less than 10−3 at each grid point. We use the case B recombination
rate at 104 K to calculate xHI, and include singly ionized helium so that ne = 1.08nHII. We
assume no temperature gradient inside the absorber, since 104 K is roughly the equilibrium
temperature of dense gas where atomic cooling balances photoheating.
For the exact solution, E in each iteration is calculated by integrating the optical depth
at each polar angle from infinity. For OTVET, we solve for g using equation A.16 and an root
finding algorithm. We first set up an evenly distributed grid of log(s) values. At each grid
point of log(s), we calculate the left-hand side of equation A.16 by centered finite difference
and the right-hand side using the values at the grid point. Boundary conditions g = 1/
√
3
at the largest s and g(s) = 0 are implemented when calculating the central finite difference.
We call scipy.optimize.root to find the solution of g in each iteration. It is then fed into
equation A.15 to calculate E.
For M1, we work out the value of dg/ds at the singularity to be
dg
ds
=
2
25
(
−2 +
√
2
(
2 + 3
dκr
ds
))
. (A.18)
This special point is then used as starting point for integrating equations A.16 and A.15.
Specifically, given a κ profile, we first find the relation s(r) =
∫ r
∞ κ(r
′) dr′ and the s value
corresponding to κr = 4/
√
3. The value of dκr/ds at the singularity is then calculated by
interpolating over a grid of d(κr)/ds values computed by central finite difference, using the
position of the singularity.
B Fourier transform of the Eddington tensor
B.1 The exact Eddington tensor with a spatially uniform opacity
Here we verify that in the case of a spatially uniform κ, plugging the exact Eddington tensor
into equation 5.13 recovers the exact solution of the radiative transfer equation (eqn. 5.7),
as consistency requires. Results obtained in this section can also be used to calculate δ˜hmn
for OTVET, as shown in the next section. To evaluate the Fourier transform of the exact
Eddington tensor using equation 2.9, we need to calculate the Fourier transform of the kernel
Gmn = e
−aκr xmxn
r4
. (B.1)
It is convenient to work in a rotated basis where k aligns with the z axis and then rotate back
to an arbitrary catesian basis. In the rotated basis, the [1, 1], [2, 2] components of G˜mn equal
pi
∫ ∞
0
r2 dr
∫ 1
−1
eikrµ−aκr
1− µ2
r2
dµ = 2pi
−kaκ+ (k2 + a2κ2) arctan(k/[aκ])
k3
, (B.2)
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where pi comes from integrating sin2 φ or cos2 φ, and µ = cos θ. The [3, 3] component of G˜mn
is
2pi
∫ ∞
0
r2 dr
∫ 1
−1
eikrµ−aκr
µ2
r2
dµ = 4pi
kaκ− a2κ2 arctan(k/[aκ])
k3
. (B.3)
These sum to a trace of
Tr(G˜mn) = 4pi
arctan(k/[aκ])
k
, (B.4)
which is the Fourier transform of exp(−aκr)/r2 and invariant to our chosen coordinates.
Rotating Gmn back to a coordinate system where the z axis can point in an arbitrary
direction (such that k · r = kr(sin θ cosφ, sin θ cosφ, cos θ)) yields the general expression for
G˜mn, namely
G˜mn =
2pi
k5
(
− (δKmnk2 − 3kmkn) kaκ+ [(δKmnk2 − kmkn) k2 + (δKmnk2 − 3kmkn) a2κ2] arctan( kaκ
))
.
(B.5)
These equations can give an expression for P˜mn. In x-space, we have
Pmn(x) ≡
P¯mn︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
3
Tr(P¯mn)δ
K
mn +
δPmn︷ ︸︸ ︷
δj ? Gmn(x), (B.6)
since the radiation field in the unperturbed background is isotropic and the second convolution
owes to the anisotropy. Since hmn = Pmn/Tr(Pmn), we expand Pmn to first order to obtain
an expression for δ˜hmn:
hmn =
P¯mn + δPmn
Tr(P¯mn) + Tr(δPmn)
= h¯mn + δhmn,
where h¯mn =
P¯mn
Tr(P¯mn)
=
δKmn
3
; δhmn =
δPmn
Tr(P¯mn)
− P¯mn
Tr(P¯mn)2
Tr(δPmn). (B.7)
Thus in Fourier space, the fluctuating part of the Eddington tensor is
δ˜hmn =
δ˜Pmn
Tr(P¯mn)
− δ
K
mn
3
Tr(δ˜Pmn)
Tr(P¯mn)
=
δ˜jG˜mn∫
Tr(Gmn) d3r
− δ
K
mn
3
δ˜jTr(G˜mn)∫
Tr(Gmn) d3r
. (B.8)
Plugging the above expression into equation 5.13, we have
kmkn
a2κ2
δ˜hmn = δ˜j
(
1−
(
1 +
k2
3a2κ2
)
aκ
k
arctan(k/[aκ])
)
, (B.9)
where we have used
∫
Tr(Gmn) d
3r = 4pi/[aκ]. Taking the κ bias factors to be 0 as appro-
priate in the case where this derivation applies of a uniform mean free path, we thus recover
equation 5.7.
B.2 OTVET
The above derivation can be used to obtain an expression for OTVET directly, since OTVET
takes the limit κ→ 0 in equation B.1. The Kernel function thus becomes
G˜OTVETmn =
pi2
k
(
δKmn −
kmkn
k2
)
. (B.10)
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However, the integration of Tr(Gmn) over all space is divergent. Therefore δ˜hmn = 0
in equation B.8, and the Eddington tensor becomes isotropic. In the simulations of [3], this
Olber’s paradox is solved by only including the image sources out to half a box size away from
a given location in the simulation volume, when calculating hmn. Specifically, to calculate
equation 2.13 in a periodic box, a grid of Gmn values is set up in x-space with a wrap-around
the box to take into account the periodic boundary condition. One then performs discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) to obtain G˜mn in k-space. Pmn is calculated by the inverse DFT of
the product of G˜mn and j˜, which is the DFT of the source grid. This approach ensures that
Pmn, and thus hmn, is exact out to half a box size away when there is only one source.
The above approach of calculating hmn also implies that
∫
Tr(Gmn) d
3r is only carried
out within the box size limit. To calculate LO =
∫
Tr(Gmn) d
3r =
∫
[1/r2] d3r, we numer-
ically evaluate 8 × ∫[0,L/2]3 1/(x2 + y2 + z2) dxdydz, where L is the box size. If we ignore
changes in G˜mn owing to convolution with the window function, which arises from DFT of
the simulation box, then we get
kmkn
a2κ2
δ˜hmn = −δ˜j 2pi
2k
3a2κ2LO
. (B.11)
This formula should hold for high wavenumbers, i.e. k  2pi/L. This gives the OTVET
solution for δ˜E , equation 5.15.
C Taking higher angular moments of the RT equation
Section 5 showed that closing the moment equations at the second moment and assuming
an isotropic Eddington tensor leads to significant underestimation of ionizing background
fluctuations at k > aκ¯. At k  aκ¯, the isotropic solution recovers the exact solution, because
arctan(x) ≈ x− x3/3 for small x. This motivates us to close the moment equations at higher
order.
Consider the Fourier transform of equation 5.4:
− i
aκ¯
n̂ · kδ˜f = δ˜j − bκ,δ δ˜ − bκ,Γδ˜Γ − δ˜f . (C.1)
The goal is to expand δ˜f with Legendre polynomials. We therefore define I` = 1/2
∫ 1
−1 δ˜fP`(µ) dµ,
where µ = n̂ · kˆ. Multiplying the above equation by P`(µ)/2 and integrating over µ, we get:
− ik
aκ¯
1
2
∫
δ˜fµP`(µ) dµ = (δ˜j − bκ,δ δ˜ − bκ,Γδ˜Γ)δK`,0 − I`;
− ik
aκ¯
`
2`+ 1
I`−1 + I` − ik
aκ¯
`+ 1
2`+ 1
I`+1 = δ
K
`,0(δ˜j − bκ,δ δ˜ − bκ,Γδ˜Γ), (C.2)
where in the second line we have used the recurrence relation µP`(µ) = `/(2`+ 1) P`−1(µ) +
(` + 1)/(2` + 1) P`+1(µ). Fluctuations in the photoionization rate (and E) is thus given by
I0, and note that δ˜Γ = I0.
To close the above moment equations at order `, we set the next higher Legendre moment
to zero (i.e. I`+1 = 0). The matrix equations can be solved analytically11. Focusing on the
11The inverse of a tridiagonal matrix can be calculated using a recurrence relation https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Tridiagonal_matrix.
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Figure 8. “Transfer functions” δ˜E/δ˜j when closing the moment equations at angular multiple orders,
for the uniform mean free path problem with λmfp = 60 Mpc. The black solid line shows the exact
solution S(k). The blue, green, red, cyan, and magenta lines represent the solution when closing at
order ` = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, respectively.
uniform mean free path case with λmfp = 60 Mpc, Figure 8 shows the “transfer functions”
δ˜E/δ˜j , when closing the moment equations at order ` = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, illustrated by the blue,
green, red, cyan, and magenta lines respectively. The ` = 1 order solution corresponds to
the M1/isotropic solution. The black solid line shows the exact solution S(k). A rough
estimate for the wavenumber at which the `-th order solution starts deviating from the exact
solution is k ∼ `/λmfp, since information on angular scales . pi/` is not captured when
closing the equations at order `. The convergence to the exact solution is thus very slow, and
capturing the post-reionization ionizing background fluctuations accurately requires following
the radiation field on very small angular scales.
Note added.
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